
Full-Care   8405

Full-Care® 8405 is for disposable hygiene manufacturers who want to
fashion a diaper, incontinence, or feminine hygiene article with an all-in-one
adhesive solution. It provides excellent value on elastic attachment, with a
versatile open time that delivers performance on both complex and standard
elastic attachments.

HYGIENE

KEY BENEFITS

IMPORTANT: Information, specifications, procedures and recommendations provided (“information”) are based on our experience and we believe this to be
accurate. No representation, guarantee or warranty is made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or that use of the product will avoid
losses or damages or give desired results. It is user’s sole responsibility to test and determine the suitability of any product for the intended use. Tests
should be repeated if materials or conditions change in any way. The user is advised to review the specific context of the intended use to determine whether
the user’s intended use violates any law or infringes upon any patent(s). No employee, distributor or agent has any right to change these facts and offer a
guarantee of performance. 
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Elevate your product quality with Full-Care® 8405. Achieve strong resistance with
minimal application, ideal for various elastic styles. Our system works seamlessly
with flat and round yarns, making it versatile for all your needs. It's perfect for
thinner materials, ensuring an optimal product feel. Experience production flexibility
with compatibility across slot, nozzle, and spray applications, reducing machine
interruptions and enhancing efficiency. Our clean application minimizes
maintenance, while our system remains resilient to application variations, delivering
top-notch results.

PRODUCT VALUE

At H.B. Fuller, we recognize the power in having a partner with problem-solving
power and global research and development capabilities. We are that partner. We
deliver the solutions that enable the product designs your customers want, as well
as the end-to-end support your business needs.

If you're in the market for an adhesive solution for your hygiene application, 
H.B. Fuller has you covered.
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